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THE STR,UCTUREOF THE SYSTEM OF STRICT IMPLI.
CATION I
The Systemof Strict Implication, as presentedin Chapter V
of A Suruey of SyrnbolicLogic (University of California Press,
l9l8), contained an error with respectto one postulate. This
was pointed out by Dr. E. L. Post, and was correctedby me
in the Journal of Philosophy, Psychology,and Scientifi,cMethod
(X\TI [1920], 300). The amended postulates (set A below)
comparewith thoseof Chapter VI of this book (set B below) as
follows:
t This appendix is written by Mr. Lewis, but the points demonstrated are,
most of them, due to other persons.
Groups II and III, below, were transmitted to Mr. Lewis by Dr, M,
Wajsberg, of the University of Warsaw, in 1927, Dr. lVajsberg's letter also
contained the first proof ever given that the System of Strict Implieation is
not reducible to l\{aterial Implication, as well as the outline of a system which
is equivalent to that deducible from the postulates of Strict Implication with
the addition of the postulate later suggestedin Becker's paper and cited below
as C11. It is to be hoped that thie and other important work of Dr. IVajsberg
will be published shortly.
Groups I, IV, and V are due to Dr. W'illiam T. Parry, who also discovered
independently Groups II and IIL
Groups I, II, and III are contained in his
doctoral dissertation, on file in the Harvard University Library. Moet of the
proofs in this appendix have been given or suggestedby Dr. Parry,
It follows from Dr. Wajsberg's work that there is an unlimited number
of groups, or systems, of different cardinality, which satisfy the postulates
of Strict Implication. Mr. Paul Henle, of Harvard University, later-discovered another proof of this same fact, Mr. Henle's proof, which can be
more easily indicated in brief space, proceeds by demonstrating that any
group whieh satisfies the Boole-Schrdder Algebra will also satisfy the postulates of Strict Implication if qp be determiued as follows:
0p:

A1.
42.
A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
L7.
48.

pq.f.qp
qp.1.p
p-1.pp
p(sr).t.q(pr)
p t -(-p)
p1q.q1r 2,1.p -tr
-0p 1 -p
p1q.1.-0q1-0p

B1.
82.
B3.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

pq..r.qp
pq.1.p
p.1.pp
(p q), . t .p(q r)
p t -(-p)
p4q.q-tr21.p1r
p.p1q:4.q
0(p q) t 0p
(8 p, q) 2-(p l.q) . -(p t -q)

The primitive ideas and definitionsare not identical in the
two cases;but they form equivalentsets,in connectionwith the
postulates.
Comparisonof thesetwo sets of postulates,as well a,smany
other points concerningthe strueture of Strict Implication, will
be facilitated by considerationof the following groups. Each of
these is basedupon the same matrix for the relation p q and
the function of negation-p. (This is a four-valuedmatrix which
satisfiesthe postulates of the Boole-SchrdderAlgebra.) The
groups differ by their difrerent specificationof the function 0p.
'Wegive the fundamentalmatrix f.or p q and
-p in the first case
only. The matrix for p t q, resultingfrom this and the particular
determinationof Op,is given for eachgroup:
Gnoup I
q

0ll . r lL234

psl | 234l- p
ll

I

vh l .)l -

l3
t4

I23 4
224 4
3434
4444

4l
31
2l
13

ll '

il,
ll
il4'

2444
2244
2424
2222

t when and only when p I 0;

0p : O when and only when p = 6.
This establishesthe fact that tbere are &s many distinct groups satisfying
the postulates as there are powers of 2, since it has been shown by Huntington
that there is a group satisfying the postulates of the Boole-Schriider Algebra
for every power of 2 ("Sets of Independent Postulates for the Algebre of
Logic," Trans. Amer. llIath. Soc.,V [1904],309).
The proof of (14), p. 498, is due to Y. T. Shen (ShenYuting).
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13 3 3
11 3 3
13 1 3
11 1 1

, ll,

2 4 34
2 2 33
2 4 24

3ll 4

.r rto

tl l t

The 'designatedvalues,'for all five groups,are I and 2; lhat
is, the group is to be taken as satisfying any principle whose
values, for all combinationsof the values of its variables,are
confinedto 1 and 2. (In GroupsII, III, and IV, 1 alone might
be taken as the designatedvalue: but in that caseit must be
rememberedthat, since
(fip,q) z-(p1d.- (p

+-q):.:

:. -l(p, q) zp1q.v.pt-Qf,

89 would be satisfiedunless p1q.v.pf -q alwayshas the
value l. It is simplerto take 1 and 2 both as designatedvalues;
in which case89 is satisfiedif and only if -(p t d . -(p t -q)
has the value I or the value 2 for somecombinationof the values
of p and g.)
All of these groups satisfy the operationsof 'Adjunction,'
'Inference,'and the substitutionof equivalents. If P and Q
are functions having a designatedvalue, then P Q will have a
designatedvalue. If P has a designatedvalue, and P -t Q has
a designatedvalue, then Q will have a designatedvalue. And if
p: Q-that is, if PtQ. Q-lP has a designated
value-then
P and Q will have the samevalue, and for any function / in the
system,/(P) and /(0) will have the samevalue.
The following facts may be establishedby referenceto these
groups:
(1) The system,as deducedfrom either set of postulates,is
consistent. Group I, Group II, and Group III each satisfy
all postulatesof either set. For any one of thesethree groups,
89 is satisfiedby the fact that -(p t q.). -(p t -q) has a designated value when P: 1 and e: 2, and when P : I and
Q:3'
(2) The system,as deducedfrom either set, is not reducible
to Material Implication. For any one of the five groups,
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p : 1 and Q: 2.
-(p-q).1.p-tq hasthe value3 or4 when
such as
Implication'
Material
None of the'paradoxes'of
p .). q: p and -p .). p r q, will hold for any of thesegroups
if the sign of material implication, :r , is replacedby r throughout.
(3) The ConsistencyPostulate,88, is independentof the set
(Bl-7 and 89) and of the set A1-7. Group V satisfiesB1-7,
for the values P: l, Q:2.
and satisfies-(p tq).-(pt-q)
V fails to satisfy 88: 88 has
But
Group
A1-7.
It also satisfies
:
:
thevalue4whenP 2 and,Q 3,and when P : 2 and Q: 4'
(4) Similarly, A8 is independentof the set A1-7, and of the
set (B1-7 and B9). For Group V, A8 has the value 4 when
p:L
and g:S,andwhen P--2 and (:3.
(5) Postulate87 is independentof the set (81-6 and 88, 9),
and of the set (A1-6 and A8). Group IV satisfies81-6,88,
and 89, and satisfiesA1-6 and A8. But for this group, 97 has
thevalue3 when p : I and q : 2,aad,for variousother combinationsof the valuesof p and q.
(6) Similarly, A7 is independentof the set (A1-6 and A8)
and of the set (81-6 and 88, 9). For Group IV, A7 has the
valueS when p : 1 and when p : 3.
That the ExistencePostulate,89, is independentof the set
B1-8, and of the set A1-8, is provedby the followingtwo-element
group,which satisfiesB1-8 and A1-8:
pcl

1 o l'p

111
010

01 0
01 1

0ll

Jl10

lll

1110

o ll o | 1 1

(This is, of course,the usual matrix for Material Implication,
with the function 0p specifiedas equivaleut to p.) For this
group, -(p t q) . -(p t -q) has the value 0 for all combinations
of the valuesof p and g.
Dr. Parry has beenable to deduceB2 from the set (81 and
B3-9). However, the omissionof 82 from the postulateset of
Chapter VI would have been incompatible with the order of
exposition there adopted, since the ConsistencyPostulate is
requiredfor the derivationof 82. Whetherwith this exception
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the members of set B are mutually independent has not been
fully determined.
The question naturally arises whether the two sets Al-g and
B1-8 are equivalent. I have discovered no proof but believe
that they are not. B1-8 are all deduciblefrom A1-8: and A1-7
are all deduciblefrom B1-8. The question is whether Ag is
deducible from B1-8. If it is not, then the system as deduced
from the postulateset of ChapterVI, B1-g, is somewhatrstricter'
than as deducedin the Surueyfrom set A.
The logically important issue here concerrs certain consequenceswhich enter the system when A8 is introduced. Both
Dr. Wajsberg and Dr. Parry have proved that the principle

The systemas deducedeither from set A or from set B leaves
undetermined certain properties of the modal functions, 0p,
Professor Oskar
-Qp, Q-p, and -Q-p. In view of this fact,
Becker2 has proposedthe following for considerationas further
postulates,any oneor more of which might be addedto either set:

plq.J:q.tr.f.p)r
is deduciblefrom A1-8. I doubt whetherthis propositionshould
be regardedas a valid principle of deduction: it would never
lead to any inference p i r which would be questionablewhen
plq and q1r arc given premises;but it gives the inference
q1r.-t.p.lr
whenever p1q is a premise. Except as an
ellipticalstatementfor "plq..qfrz).p1r
and pr.q is
true," this inferenceseemsdubious.
Now as has been proved under (3) above, the Consistency
Postulate, 88, is not deduciblefrom the set (B1-Z and Bg).
Likewise the principle mentioned in the preceding paragraph is
independentof the set (B1-7 and Bg): Group V satisfiesthis
set, but for that group the principle in questionhas the value 4
when p : l, g : 3, and r : l, as well as for various other
values oI p, e, and r. But Group V also fails to satisfy 88, as
waspointed out in (3) above. If it shouldhereafterbe discovered
that the dubious principle of the precedingparagraphis deducible
from the set Bl-9, then at hast it is not contained in the system
deduciblefrom the set (B1-7 and Bg); and I should then regard
that system-to be referredto hereafteras Sl-as the one which
coincidesin its properties with the strict principles of deductive
inference. As the reader will have noted, Chapter YI was eo
developedthat the theoremsbelongingto this system, Sl, are
readily distinguishablefrom those which require the Consistency
Postulate,88.

- -Q-p
-Q- -A-P
Q P: - g - 90

C10. -Q-pt-A--0-p
C11. 0p a -Q -Qp
C12. pt-0-Qp

(Beckercalls C12 the "BrouwerscheAxiom.")
When A1-8, or B1-9, are assumed,the secondform in which
ClO is given can be derived from the first, since the converse
of the
implieation, -0- -A-p f -Q-Pris an immediateconsequence
generalprinciple, -Q-ptp (L8'a2 in Chapter VI). The second
form of Cll is similarly deduciblefrom the first.
An alternativeand notationally simplerform of C10 would be
C10.1 0aplQp

QQp :

QP

(As before, the second form of the principle can be derived
from the firstl sincethe converseimplication' 0p { 0 0p, is an instanceof the generalprinciple P 't QP,which is 18'4 in Chapter
VI, deduciblefrom A1-8, or B1-9.)
Substituting-p for p, in C10'1, we have

A a-P t o-P

(a)

(a) . : . -a-p 1 -0 0-i . - . -Q-P f-or -0-p.
And substituting -p for p in C10, we have
(b)
-o-(-p) t -o- -o-(-p)
.-0p 1-0 0p' :'Q 0p10p'
(b). : .-op f-a- -ap.
(The principles used in these proofs are 12'3 and 12'44 in
Chapter VI.)
For reasonswhich will appear, we add, to this list of further
postulatesto be considered,the following:
C13. 0 ap
That is, "For every proposition p, the statement 'p is selfconsistent'is a self-consistentstatement."
r Sephie paper "Zur Logik der Modalitiiten," Jalu'buchf&r Plvilotoplvieund
Phhwmenolngi's&e F orachm4, XI (1930)' 497-548.
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Concerningtheseproposedadditionalpostulates,the following
facts may be establishedby referenceto Groups I, II, and III,
above,all of which satisfy the set A1-8 and the set B1-g:
(7) C10, Cll, and Cl2 arc all consistentwith Al-8 and with
B1-9 and with each other. Group III satisfiesC10, Cll, and

crz.

(8) C10, C11, and C12 are each independent of the set
Al-8 and of the set B1-9. For Group I, C10, Cll, and C12
all fail to hold when p : 3.
(9) Neither Cll nor C12 is deduciblefrom the set (At-8
and C10) or from the set (B1-9 and C10). Group II satisfies
Cl0; but Cll fails, for this group, when p : 2 or p : 4; and.
C12 fails when p : 2.
(10) C13 is consistentwith the set A1-8 and with the set
B1-9. Group I satisfiesC13.
(11) C13 is independentof the set A1-8 and of the set
Bl-9, and of (A1-8 and C10, Cll, and C12) or (81-9 and Cl0,
Cll, and C12). Group III satisfiesall these sets; but for this
group, C13 fails when p : 4.
'When
A1-8, or B1-9, are assumed,the relationsof ClO, Cll,
and C12 to eachother are as follows:
(12) C10 is deduciblefrom C11. By Cll and the principle
: p,
-(-p)

-Q-p: -to(-p)l: -[-o -o(-p)]: o[-o(-p)]
: -0 -0(-0 -p) : -0t-0-0(-p)l
:

-olo(-p)l

: -0{-[-(o-p)]l :
-QttQ_p.

(13) C12 also is deduciblefrom Cll. By 18.4 in Chapter
YI, p 1Qp; and.tbis, together with C11, implies Cl2, by A6 or
by 86.
(14) From C10 and t12 together, Cll is deducible. Substituting 0p for p in Cl2, we have
(a)
Qpt-s -0 Qp.
And by C10'1, -Q -0 AP - -O -Op. Hence (a) is equivalent
to CIl.
From (12), (13), and (14), it follows that as additional
postulatesto the set A1-8, or the set B1-9, Cll is exactly equiva-
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lent to C10 and C12 together, But as was proved in (9), the
addition of C10 alone,givesa systemin which neitherCll nor
C12 is deducible.
Specialinterest attachesto C10. The set A1-8, or the set

without
Cr',
BL_e,
Tl:l:.::;,

:,

This is deduciblefrom 19'84 in ChapterVI. It follows from this
that if there should be some proposition p such that -0- -0-p
is true, then the equivalences
p:

*Q-p

and

-0-P - -0--0-P

would hold for that particular proposition. And since, by
19.84 itself, all necessarypropositionsare equivalent,it follows
that if there is any propositionp which is necessarily-necessarysuch that dO- -O-p is true-the\ eueruproposition which is
and the principle stated
necessaryis also necessarily-necessary;
by C10 holds universally. But as was proved in (8), this principle, -Q-p - -O- -Orp, is not deduciblefrom A1-8 or from
B1-9. Hence the two possibilities,with respect to necessary
propositions,which the system, as deducedfrom A1-8 or from
B1-9, leaves open are: (a) that there exist propositionswhich
and that for every proposition p,
are necessarily-necessary,
:
(b)
that there exist propositionswhich
and
-Qtp
-O- -O/pi
VI requires-but no proposiin
Ch'apter
20'21
are necessary-as
This last is exactly what
tions which ate necessarfZy-necessary.
is required by C13, 0 0p. Substituting here -P for p, we have,
of Cl3, 0 0-p. This is equivalent
es an immediateconsequence
proposition p, 'p is necessarilyevery
to the theorem "For
necessary'isfalse": Q Q-P: a- -A-p: -(-0- -0-p) lby the prinalternative (a) above;and
ciple -(-p; : ,1. Thus C10 expresses
C13 expressesalternative (b). Hence as additional postulates,
C10 and C13 are contrary assumptions.
(As deducedfrom A1-8, the system leavesopen the further
alternative that there should be no necessarypropositions,or
that the classof necessarypropositionsshould merely coincide
with the classof true propositions;but in that casethe system
becomesa redundant form of Material Implication.)
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From the precedingdiseussionit becomesevident that there
is a group of systemsof the generaltype of Strict Implication
and each distinguishable from Material Implication. we shall
arrangethesein the order of increasingcomprehensiveness
and
decreasing'strictness' of the implication relation:
Sl, deducedfrom the set B1-2, containsall the theoremsof
sections 1-4 in chapter YI. It contains also all theorems of
Section 5, in the form of ?-principles, but not with omission of
the ?. This system doesnot contain Ag or the principle
p1q.1iq1r.).pfr.
However, it does contain, in the form of a ?-principle, any
theorem which could be derived by using Ag as a principle o1
inference:becauseit contains
P'tq.-Qq.1.-0p;
and henceif (by substitutions) p + q becomesan assertedprinciple, we shall have
T .-AC zt.-Qp.
When the Existence Postulate, Bg, is added, this system 51
containsthoseexistencetheoremswhich are indicatedin section
6 of chapter vI as not requiring the consistency postulate, Bg.
52, deducedfrom the set Bl-8, containsall the theoremsof
Sections1-5 in Chapter VI, any ?-principle being replaceable
by the correspondingtheorem without the ?. When the ExistencePostulate,Bg, is added,it containsall the existencetheorems
of Section6. Whether52 containsAg and the principle
p.tq.1zqtr.f

.p1r

remainsundetermined. If that should be the case,then it will
be equivalent to S3.
S3, deducedfromfhe set Al-8, as in the Suruey,containsall
- theorems
the
of 52 and contains such consequences
of Ag as
p4q..t2q1r..t.plr.
If Bg is added, the consequences
include all existencetheorems
of 52.
For eachof the precedingsystems,Sl, 52, and 53, any oneof
the additional postulates,C10, Cll, C12, and ClB, is censistent
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with but independent of the system (but C10 and C13 are mutu.
ally incompatible).
54, deducedfrom the set (81-7 and C10), containsall theorems
of C10. A8 and 88 are
of S3, and in addition the consequences
deducible theorems. 54 is incompatible with C13. Cll and
CL2 are consistentwith but independentof 34. If 89 be added,
the consequences
include all existencetheorems of 52.
55, deducedfrom the set (81-7 and C11), or from the set
(B1-7, C10, and C12), containsall theoremsof 54 and in addition
of C12. If 89 be added, all existencetheorems
the consequences
included.
A8 and 88 are deducible theorems. 55 is
of 52 are
incompatiblewith C13.
Dr. Wajsberghas developeda system mathematically equivalent to 55, and has discoveredmany important properties of it,
notably that it is the limiting member of a certain family of
systems. Mr. Henle has proved that 55 is mathematically
equivalent to the Boole-SchriiderAlgebra (rnt the Two-valued
Algebra),if that algebrabe interpreted for propositions,and the
function 0p be determinedby:
Qp : L when and only when p # 0;
0p : 0 when and only when P : 0.
In my opinion,the principal logical significanceof the systemS5
consists in the fact that it divides all propositions into two
mutually exclusive classes:'theintensional or modal, and the
extensionalor contingent. According to the principles of this
system, all intensional or modal propositions are either neces.
for any modal
sarily true or necessarilyfalse. As a consequenee,
proposition-call it p-o(p.):

(p*):-Q-(p^),

and 0-(p_) : -(p^):

-0(p_).

For extehsionalor contingent propositions,however,possibility,
truth, and necessityremain distinct.
Prevailing good use in logical inference-the practice in
mathematical deductions,for example-is not sufficiently precise
and self-consciousto determineclearly which of thesefive systems
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expresses
the acceptableprinciplesof deduction. (The meaning
of 'acceptable' here has been discussedin Chapter VIII.)
The issues concern principally the nature of the relation of
'implies' which is to be relied upon for inference,and certain
subtle questionsabout the meaningof logical 'necessityr''possietc.-for example,whether C10 is
bility' or 'self-consistency,'
(Professor
false.
Becker
hasdiscussed
at length a number
true or
of such questions,in his paper abovereferredto.) Thoseinterestedin the merely rnathematicalpropertiesof such systemsof
symbolic logic tend to prefer the more comprehensiveand less
'strict' systems,such as 55 and Material Implication. The
interestsof logical study would probably be best servedby an
exactly oppositetendency.

APPENDI X
FINAL

NOTE

III

ON SYSTEM
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This Appendix is intended to supplement Chapter VI which
presents the calculus of Strict Implication, 52, and Appendix II
concerning the series of related systems S1-S5.
An adequate summary of the literature pertinent to these
two topics which has appeared since the first publication of this
book in 1932 would not be possible within reasonable limits of
sparcehere. But inasmuch as what is included in this present
edition will stand as the permanent record of Strict Implication
there are four items brief account of which should be set down.
J. C. C. McKinsey has shown that the postulate 11.5 in
Chapter VI (B5 in Appendix II) is redundant, being deducible
from the remainder of the set.l
E. V. Huntington contributed additional theorems which are
important for understanding the logical import of the Consistencl'
Postulate, 19.01, and for the comparison of Strict Implication
with Boolean Algebra, to be mentioned later.2
Two basic theorems in Section 5 of Chapter Vl-supposedly
theorems requiring the Consistency Postulate-can be proved
without that assumption and ale included in S1.
W. T. Parry has supplied the proof that the systems 32 and
SB are distinct, thus completing proof that all five of the systems
S1-S5 are distinct from one another.3
The first three of these topics can be covered summarily by
proving additional theorems, so numbered that the place where
they can be interpolated in the development as given in Chapter
VI will be indicated. A few other theorems, omitted in the
original edition but helpful for one reason or another, will bc
included here.
The first group of theorems gives thc derivation of 11.5;
12.29 below. The proof as given by McKinsey is here simplified,
taking advantage of the fact that, in Chapter YI, no use of 11.5
is mpde in proof of any theorem prior to 12.3.
I J. C. C. McKinsey,"A Reductionin the Numberof Postulates
for C. I.
Lewis'Systemof Strict Implication,"BulI. Amer.Math.Soc.,Vol. 40 (1934),
pp.425-427.
for Assertion,
Negation,and
Conjunction,
'9E.V. Iluntington,"Postuiates
Equality,"Proc.Amer.Acad.of ArtsandSc'iences,
Vol. 72 (1937),No. 1, pp. 144.
3W. T. Parry,"The Postulates
for'Strict Implication',"Mind,Yol. XLIII,
N. S. (1934),No. 169,pp. 78-80.
I am alsoindebtedto ProfessorParry for addingto my list of bheerrata
needingcorrectionand other assistance.
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-l-l-(-p)ll t p
[12.25:
-(-filpl-l-F?d]l t -(-p)
t l l . 6 1( 1 ).1 2 .2 5 :r Q.E .D .

12.28 -p : -L-?p)l

112.2:-l-(-dllp; plql 12.27, ::-P + -l-(-p )l
[12.25: -plpl -l-(-dl t -p
[1 1 .03 ] (1). (2) . : Q.E .D.

FINAL NOTE ON SYSTEM S,
(l )

(l )
(2)

12.29 p t -(-p)
(l)
lr2,rl -t(p-d . t .-o(p -p)
(2 )
|z.?q l ( t).: : :.-0(p-p). t .-o[p -l-(-p )] ]
: r2.r. r e.E .D.
[1 1 .02 (] 2) .
12.3 p : -(-p).
.12.29: : Q.E .D.
[11 .03 12.25
]
The n_e_xtgroup-aresimpleand obvioustheorems,
omittedin
^.
C!1n!er
bg! helpfulfor the comparison
of Strict'Implication
-VI
with Boolean
AlEebra.
p
p
.i
.q
1 2.s1
(t )
lL L .zz - qlql p-q. 1 .p
[r2.3, 12.61 (1) : Q.E.D
12.92 p4.:.q-q
[12.91: q-qls] p-p. 1 .q-q
[12.91i slp;p-plql c-q. -t .p-p
Ul.03l (1) .(2) ; : Q.E.D.

(1)
(2)

12.93 -0p.
.p . -p
[r2.7, t2.3] -ap . : . -olp -(-p)l
[11.02](1) : Q.E.D.

(1)

12.94 -0-p.: .-p 1 p
[12.93 : -plp] -0-p . : 2 -p . 1 .-(-p)
ll2.3l (1) : Q.E.D.

(rt

12.95 Qp.: .-(p : -p)
[12.11] -(-0p) . : . -(-op)
[12.3,12.e3] (l) : Q.E.D.

(1)

12.96 Qq.:

p v - p. :

13.7

q.1.Pv-P
[12.91i -plp;-qlq] -p-(-p). 1 .-q
(1) r Q.E.D.
112.42,11.011

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

v - q- q
(See19.58)
16.37 P.::P.
lr2.9ll q -q .1 . p
[ 1 6 . 3 41, 3 . 11l ( 1) . : i . P. v .q-q: 1.p
lr3.2l p . t : P. v . q- q
lr1.03l (2) . ( 3 ) : : Q . E . D .

16.39 pv-p.::pv-p.v.e
.-(p-p)
[12.1U -@-p).:
116'361(1). : :-(p-p). : .-(p-p.-ti
[11.01](2). : :.-P v P. : z.-p v p. v .q
[13.11](3) : Q.E.D.

1 6 . 3 9 5p lt . 1 .pz:.- O(r-r)
[ 1 2 . 1 U-0(r-r).:.-0(r-r)

[11.02]

ll2.tt, 12.92,1I .01,12.31
(1)

(1)
Q)
(3)

The group of theoremswhich followsare all of them important
in connectionwith the topic of the 'paradoxesof Strict Implication', to be discussedin conclusion. Proofs of 16.395, 19.86
and 19.87 are due to Huntington, and proofs of the others are
to be found in his paper cited above. The first, 16.395, is a
theorem in S1; the remainder of the group are theoremsin 52.

lr2.5l

.q v -q

(1)
(2)
(3)

v- e
16.38 p.:2p.q
p : -(-p)
[12.3]
[16.37]
- ( - p . v . q- q)
[11.01,12.3]
- ( - p) . - ( q - q)
p. - q v q
[12.3,11.01]
p. q v - q
lls.lll

[{6.36, 12.151

u 2 . 9 51, 2 .3 1

1 3 .6

Theorems19.57and 19.58of Section5 in ChapterVI do not
require the ConsistencyPostulate, 19.01. Proof of them from
postulatesand theoremsof 31 exclusivelyfollows. Two consequencesare added.
(See19.57)
16.36

u2.szl

.-(-p t p)
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: .-o(p -p)
: .
-0(p -p .q)
:.-o(pq.-p)
'-2p(t.t.p

19.85 -0(p -q) . -r . -0(r -r)
lle.01 | p -qlpl 0(p -q.q) . + .o(p -q)
[12.5,16.36] (1) . : : o(q -q) . + .0(p-s)

lrz.szl(2). : : e(r -r). + .o(p-q)
u2.441(3) : Q.E.D.

(1)
(2)
(3)
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19.86 - 0p. 1. r fr

[19.85: -pls] -llp-(-p)1. r .-0(r-r)
(1) . : z -0p . .r .-0(r-r)
112.3,12,71
:
(2)
[11.02]
Q.E.D.

19.87 p- r q. 1i p .:

19.85. :
116.331
:[11.02]
lr6.3e5l

u6.331
[11 .03]

(1)
(2)

pq
.-0(p -d . .t i -(p -o) . -a(r -r1
.p 4 q .1
i p t q.-0(r-r)
2 p -t q . J :.p -r qi pq.
2 p -t q . { : .
p .- t.pq.pq.1.p

-t .p

: Q.E.D.

Implica"(2) The 'primitive ideas' of the System of Strict
tio" i-ri, gi""" tiri.i. (or extensional) definitions in terms of the
elements,as follows:
-P:7-P
p0p

pq|0r234567
0
I
2
3
4

01
15
27
37
47

o

ot

19.88

. p (t )
(2)
q (3)

5O7

6

67

I

ta

00000000
01010101
0o220022
01230L23
00004444
01014545
00224466
01234567

(4)
19.89
(1)
(2)
19.891

1 1 .031
12.45,L2.31
1 1 .01,12.31
1 1 .031

=
=

.q-q
-p.:
.-p
-p.1 .q-q:q-q..r
-@-q) t p: p t -(q-q)
qv-q.-tpip.-t.qv-q
qv -q

W'e turn to the fourth item mentionedin our introductory
remarks: Parry's proof that the principle
prq.1iq.tr..t.P.fr,

above,
p1{1.1|q

'tr.'l'p1r

is not satisfied, is shown by the substitution I,O,O fot p,q,r

deducihle from the postulates of S3 (Af-8 in Appendix II)
is not, deduciblefrom
postulatesof 32. On this point, we
"$he io quote his
could not do better tfran
succinct demonstration
in the paper cited above:
Given P't 8;

ToProveQ r E.I

lHvnothesislPrQ
"(l) The eight numbers, 0 to 7, are taken as 'elements';
the numbers6 and 7 are said to be the 'desisnatedvalues'.

I : r-. : .PQ
ii-ai.'8ii-aiti
q'i

n . J : P Q.i - R
iie . b ii
lt z ltt B ) -:. iQr 8 . r .P t R '

'P 1R"
(1)

\?)
(3)
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P-P :0.

Hencep-p:

q-q:

r-r,et'c,

And the element 1, which is the inverse of 0,-is.the modulus of
the operationof (logical) addition; the 'or'-relation of elements'
For any element P,
HenCepv -p : ll v -Q: r v -rretc.
p v -p : I.

:r-r

p-q:0

K2 is derived from the same postulates as K1, with the
qdd,itionof a postulate expressedby Schr<ideras ,,p - (p : l),,,
Rgth p. B..ar-can,
"A-Functional Calculus of the frst order, based on Strict
Implicationl" Journallor SEmbol;icLogtc,Yol. II, No. 1, pp. i-t6.
-r

alternatives:
P : l,Q: l:P
P:o,Q:o:P
L:P
P :0,Q:
?:1,9:0:P

)
)
)
)

and -p v q:

1 :r

v -r.

Q,-? ) Q'-p ) -q;-P ) P'-q ) q
g,P ) -9,-p ) -q;P ) -?tq) -q
Q,-P ) Q,p ) -q;? ) -P,-q ) q
-9,-P ) Q,-p ) -q;-P ) Q,q) -q
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Also, for any one of these alternatives, either p ) q or q ) p,
either -? t- g or e ) -?, and so on. A relation so nearly ubiquitous could not coincide with that which holds when anil only
when q is deduciblefrom p.
- _However,there is another interpretation of BooleanAlgebra
which can be imposedon Kl (not K2) for which it becomesa
calculus of propositions. All that is necessaryin order to assure
the possibility of this secondinterpretation of Kl is to observe

possiblereadingfor all the postulatesand theoremsof Kl.

For

As this will suggest,every postulate and theorem of K2 can,
with a suitable dictionary, be translated into a postulate or
theorem of Material Implication; and, with a slighlly difrerent
dictionary, every postulate and theorem of Kl can be-translated
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As we have said, this comparisonwith Kl and K2 can throw
light upon the paradoxes,both of Material Implication and of
Strict Implication. Strict Implication esca,pes
the paradoxesof
the truth-value logic of propositions beceuse,by the difrerent
interpretation of 0 (: p -p) and 1 (: p v -p) and by repudiating restriction of propositions to these two values, it also escapes
restrictionto the four alternativestabulatedabovefor the relation
of material implication. It leavesthe 'middle ground' of contingent propositionsbetweenthe analytic and the self-contradictory.
As a consequenceof these facts, the paradoxes of Strict
Implication are confined to the implications which are assertable
when one or both of the propositions related is contradictory
(equivalent,for somer, to r -r) or when one or both is analytic
(equivalent,for some r, to r v -r). They do not extend to implications assertableas holding between premisesand conclusions
both of which are contingent propositions, neither analytic and
logically necessarynor contradictory and logically impossible.
Thus they do not affect what implies what amongstempirically
substantiated and factually informational premises and their
empirically significant conJequences.In contrast to this, the
paradoxesof Material Implication affect the implications assertable between any chosenpair of propositions without restriction,
becauseall propositions are either truth-ualue eqtrivalent,to r -r
or truth-aalueequivalent to r v -r.
However-and here is a main point of the comparisonwith
the BooleansystemsKl and K2-every theorem of Kl (common
to Kl and K2) which is paradoxical on the interpretation of
p : I as tp is true' and p : O as tp is falset,remainsparadoxical
when p : 1 is interpreted as 'p is analytic' and p : 0 as 'p is
contradictory'.
ln Material Implication, the key paradoxes,implicating all
the others, are: A false proposition implies any proposition;
A true propositionis implied by any; Any two false propositions
are equivalent; Any two true propositionsare equivalent. Correspondingly, the key paradoxes of Strict Implication are:
propositionimplies any DropoA contradictory (self-inconsistent)
sition; An analytic proposition is implied by any; Any two
contradictory propositions are equivalent; Any two analytic
propositions are equivalent. Other paradoxical theorems of
Strict Implication include 16.95, 19.85 and 19.86 above.
Strict Implication, definingp a q as a statementwhich holds
when and only when the conjoint statement p -9, which asserts
is put
the premiseand deniesthe conclusion,is self-inconsistent,
forward with the intent to satisfy the requirementthat p + q hold
validly deduciblefrom the
when and only when q is a consequence
premise p. On acount of the paradoxes,there are many who
doubt that it doesso satisfy this requirement.And someamongst
them have put forward alternative developmentsof a calculus
of propositions designedto eliminate the paradoxes.It is es-
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perduring logical principles,the paradoxesof Strict Implication
are inescapable. They are unavoidable consequenceiof indispensablerules of inference.

premisesis non-essentialto the conclusion is no part of what
implies that conclusion." That dictum would condemn the

all statementsof the form p v -p arealreadypresumed,whether
we think of them or not. Otherwisewe could not move forward
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It remainsto suggestwhy theseparadoxesof Strict Implication
are paradoxical. Let us observethat they concerntwo questions:
What is to be taken &sconsequenceof an assumptionwhich, being
self-contradictory,could not possiblybe the case;and whatisto
be taken as sufficientpremisefor that which, being analytic and
self-certifying,could not possibly fail to be the case? That to
infer in such casesis affectedwith a senseof paradox,reflectsthe
futility of drawing any inference when the premise is not only
known falsebut is not evenrational to suppose;and the gratuitous
characterof inferring what could be known true without reference
to any premise. 'Deducible' and 'inferable' have a normative
connotation:they do not concernwhat we are'&ble'to infer
in our foolish moments,but what, having taken commitment to
our premises,it is rationally warranted to concludeand rationally
forbidden to deny. And it becomesparadoxicalto say; "From &
premiseof the form 'p and not-p' any and every conclusionis to
be inferred." Sucha statementinvites the rejoinder;"From such
a premise,no conclusionat all should be drawn, becauseno such
premiseshouldeverbe assertedlthesuppositionof it is irrational."
Somewhatsimilarly it has the air of paradox to say; "The Law of
the Excluded Middle, and any conclusionreducible to the form
'either p or not-p,' is to be inferredfrom any and every premise."
This might invite the rejoinder;"Any suchconclusionis not to be
inferred at all, being self-certifying to any clear and rational
mind." But in this case,the rejoinder would have less force,
Some rational minds-including those of human logicians and
mathematicians-sometimeshave a need to deduce something
which they recognizewill, if deducible,be analytic. They do not
yet know whether what they have in mind is analytic or not, or
even whether it is true. To deduceit will be to prove it. What
m&nnerof procedureis open to them in such cases? They might
proceedby seeingwhether they ean reducethis statementwhich
they wish to establishas a theorem to the form 'p or not-p' for
somecomplexexpressionp. Ordinarily, they do not attempt that
m&nnerof proof. Instead, they seekto deducewhat they have
in mind from the postulates, definitions, and other theorems
already assumedor proved. But, without knowing whether the
hoped-for theorem is analytic or not, what steps of inference are
open to them? Plainly, they must confine themselvesto deductive steps which are universally justifiable modes of inference,
valid whether the conclusionsought is analytic or is contingent on
given premises. Perhaps this is so obvious as to be banal. It
comesto the same thing to say: "That what is analytic is deducible from any and every premise, warrants the presumption
that a particular statement,p, is deduciblefrom any and every
premise,only on lhe additionol premise that p is analytic." The
sensein which what is known to be reducibleto the form 'r or
not-r' is thereby known to be deducible from any and every
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of assertion:the sensein which it is to be'inferred'is extralogical. If we should be minded so to limit the senseof infer',
we could then say that the paradoxesof Strict Implication are
gnexceptionableparadigms of deduction, but are not relevant to
logically valid inference'
c. I. Lnwrs
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